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July 16, 2021

Dear President Tomczak:

We are writing as members of Polonia Inclusive to bring to your attention and to formally document a

complaint against Michael K. Dembek, President, Canadian Polish Congress (CPC), British Columbia

division, 1) for censorship and 2) for inappropriate and discriminatory statements directed at our

members on the basis of gender and sexuality.

1. Documented instances of censorship

On May 2, 2021, CPC BC shared a Polonia Day video they had created on the CPC BC Facebook page,

along with the following caption:

“Happy Polonia Day! We at the Canadian Polish Congress and all these great Polish organizations

want to wish you all, a HAPPY POLONIA DAY! A major thank you to everyone who took part in

creating this video!”

Polonia Inclusive added the following comment to the post:

“We would also like to wish a happy Polonia Day to people of Polish decent [sic] coming from all

abilities, abilities, appearances, gender identities and expressions, sexualities, racial, ethnic and

cultural backgrounds, religious beliefs, political ideologies, social and economic backgrounds,

and citizenship statuses. Diversity is Polish.”

Mirella Russell also commented on the post, quoting and linking an article from

PolishAmericanCenter.org and then adding her own comment, as follows:

“‘To the Poles and their descendents May 3 is a national holiday for it bestows upon the Pole a

priceless heritage of humanitarianism, tolerance and a democratic precept conceived at a time

when most of Europe lived under the existence of unconditional power and tyranny.’

I dream of Poland and Polonia Community in Canada to embrace these words of

humanitarianism, tolerance, inclusion and democracy free of tyranny, power and hatred. Polonia

is Diverse and Inclusive.”

The comments by Polonia Inclusive and Mirella Russell were both deleted by CPC BC (Figure 1).
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That same day (May 2, 2021), Michael Dembek posted to the CPC BC Instagram Page about a conference

call between CPC leadership pertaining to increasing youth participation in Canadian Polonia. Karolina

Hanula wrote a comment asking how CPC BC is “ensuring that the voices of LGBTQIA2S+ youth and / or

young people from minoritised ethnic groups are included, protected and heard in Canadian Polonia?

Every attempt I have made to bring light to these issues has been censored and/or ignored.”  Michael

Dembek called Karolina’s real and critical concerns “spam.” He admitted to contacting individual

members of Polonia Inclusive via phone (documented below). He denied “homophobia, or other

discrimination” exists at CPC BC, and accused Karolina of “trolling.” Karolina was not offered the

opportunity to respond because Michael Dembek blocked Karolina from the Instagram page, along with

other members of Polonia Inclusive who were not involved in or aware of this discussion. The Polonia

Inclusive organizational account was also blocked on Instagram despite not being involved in the

Instagram discussion. (Figure 2)

Michael Dembek posted the same message regarding youth engagement on CPC BC’s Facebook page.

Numerous individuals reached out in the comments of this post, offering tangible ways for CPC to get

more engagement from youth, including Julianna Zwieciadłowska, Mirella Russell and Karolina Hanula.

All of their comments were deleted (Figure 3), and all three individuals were banned from participating

across CPC BC social media platforms.

In follow-up to these events, Michael Dembek messaged Kasia Okieńska on Instagram to accuse her and

“[her] people” of spamming CPC BC  (Figure 4). This was despite Kasia Okienska having no knowledge of

or involvement in the posts described above. President Dembek used aggressive language, threatening

to “take action” against Kasia. He admitted to blocking Kasia’s “team” due to “spam.” The message is

clear: President Dembek views the comments or participation of any individual who advocates for

LGBTQIA2S+ and minoritised ethnic individuals human rights as “spam” which he “won’t tolerate” and

responds to with antagonism and threats.

2. Inappropriate and discriminatory statements and phone calls

On  May 3, 2021, Kasia Okieńska tagged CPC in an Instagram post about Polish Constitution Day (Figure

5), which is a typical practice on Instagram. In response, CPC BC President Michael Dembek messaged

Kasia Okieńska to stop tagging CPC in posts, stating the following:

“Hi Kasia, I see you’re very passionate about Polish Politics. Which is encouraging to see, we all

should be considered [sic] about our country. However, the Canadian Polish Congress in BC is

apolitical when it comes to Polish Politics. I would kindly ask you to please not tag this Instagram

on political content as we try to be inclusive to all points of views and a lot of our Polonia does

not share the same views as you. I hope you understand! All the best, Michael K. Dembek.”

Kasia replied on May 4, 2021, asking CPC to represent her concerns to Polonia. Michael Dembek

promptly followed up with a phone call (Figure 5), in which he oscillated between claiming to be

inclusive of LGBTQIA2S+ individuals and minoritized ethnic persons, and making discriminatory

statements against LGBTQIA2S+ persons. In this phone conversation, Michał Dembek called Kasia
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Okieńska’s sexuality a “fetish” and a “leftist” political position. President Dembek said that if Kasia and

“her team” persisted in bringing LGBTQIA2S+ issues up to CPC BC, she would be facing a “war.” Kasia did

not feel safe or comfortable while, or after, speaking with President Dembek. She felt that she was being

attacked by President Dembek on the basis of her sexuality, and that her concerns were being

undermined by his personal prejudices.

On May 4th, Michael Dembek used Facebook Messenger to call Mirella Russell without obtaining her

prior consent (Figure 6). In the Facebook audio call, which lasted 54 minutes, Michael Dembek made a

number of concerning and deeply offensive statements. Michael Dembek stated he could not support

LGBTQIA2S+ individuals, because they are an “ideology” that contravenes his religious beliefs. He quoted

offensive, discriminatory, and explicitly homophobic passages from the Bible, including Leviticus and

Romans. In the case of Leviticus, the passage physically threatens the safety of LGBTQIA2S+ persons.

Michael Dembek told Mirella that if she showed up at a Polish event wearing a rainbow flag, she should

expect the same treatment as if she were wearing a Nazi swastika. He called Mirella a “sinner,” despite

knowing nothing about her background or life. He also persistently inquired into her children’s sexualities

and genders, and repeatedly offered to engage them in a youth video. Despite being told numerous

times in this phone call that his words were offensive and discriminatory, Michael Dembek persisted.

This conversation took place within direct earshot of witness Peter Russell. Mirella left the conversation

feeling threatened and violated. She feels that attending a CPC BC event would be unsafe and may

subject her or her family to bullying or violence.

The above-described behaviour from the President of CPC BC is grossly inappropriate and unacceptable.

Members of our community should not be harassed, belittled, or censored on the basis of another

person’s religious and political beliefs, particularly when that other person is in a position of power in the

community. Julianna, Karolina, Mirella and Kasia are all members of the Polish community and their

comments and participation were valid, timely and appropriate in the venues where they appeared.

These individuals were discriminated against due to the prejudices of the CPC BC President, Michael K.

Dembek.

We bring these matters to you, Janusz Tomczak, as the President of Canadian Polish Congress - Canada.

We demand that you take leadership over your organizations. We call on you to:

1) Hold President Michael Dembek accountable for his anti-LGBTQIA2S+ statements and actions,

and for censoring members of Polish community based on personal prejudices.

2) Issue a public apology for the wildly inappropriate phone calls that Mirella Russell and Kasia

Okienska received, as well as the ongoing censorship of posts from Karolina Hanula, Julianna

Zwieciadłowska, Strajk Kobiet Winnipeg, and Polonia Inclusive.
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3) Develop a policy for combating bigotry, including but not limited to homophobia, transphobia,

racism and sexism, in Canadian Polish Congress across Canada.

As a Polish Canadian non-profit organization, we believe that the voices of our organization matter and

should be represented by the CPC. If CPC does not in fact speak to the best interests of all Polish and

Polish Canadian individuals living in Canada, it should stop claiming to do so in its mission statement and

public statements.

Regards,

Kasia Okieńska

Mirella Russell

Karolina Hanula

Julianna Zwierciadłowska

Peter Russell

CC:

Andrzej Emeryk Mankowski, Consul General, Polish Consulate, Vancouver

Zofia Soja, CPC Niagara District

Marie Christine Palczak, CPC Quebec District

Tom Urbaniak, CPC Atlantic Canada District

Maria Hasek, CPC Alberta District

Michael K. Dembek, CPC British Columbia District

Helena Głogowski, CPC Hamilton District

Jerzy Orłowski, CPC Kitchener District

Margaret von Lau, CPC Manitoba District

Les Błaszczak, CPC Mississauga District

Jerzy Barycki, CPC Windsor District

Teresa Dzięgiel, CPC Oshawa District

Elżbieta Komsta, CPC Ottawa District

Henryk Bystrzycki, CPC Thunder Bay District

Bartłomiej Habrowski, CPC Toronto District

Marek Kiejna - CPC Regional Director East Canada

Krystyna Kwiatkowska - CPC Regional Director Central Canada

Andrzej Dobrowolski - CPC Regional Director West Canada
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Figure 1: Censorship in Polonia Day and May 3rd Comments

CPC BC Post Comments permitted Comments censored / removed

a) b) c)

d)
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 Figure 2: Censorship in Discussions on Youth Engagement - Instagram

a)
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Figure 3: Censorship in Discussions on Youth Engagement - Facebook

CPC BC Post Deleted Comments:

a) b) c)
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Figure 3: Censorship in Discussions on Youth Engagement - Facebook - Cont’d

Deleted Comment:

d)

Figure 4: Michael Dembek on Instagram, in response to Youth Engagement posts

Michael Dembek uses KPK

account to messages Kasia

Okieńska on Instagram

Kasia’s Response to Michael

Dembek

Michael’s  Response to Kasia

a) b) c)
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Figure 5: Kasia Okienska Screenshots and Phone Call

CPC BC President Message Kasia’s Response Phone Call

a) b) c)
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Figure 6: Phone call from Michael Dembek to Mirella Russell

Screen capture of Mirella Russel’s Messenger App

a)
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